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NAME:

OSCAR® and ACADEMY AWARDS® are registered trademarks of the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences.www.jessicajonesdesign.com

Lack of host 
mentioned

Julie Andrews 
sighting

Winner mentions 
children by name

Presenter wears  
red dress

Winner stops 
orchestra

Female presenter  
or winner  

wears pants

Audience gives 
standing ovation

Someone is 
wearing a cape

Comment on 
political/social issue

Winner mentions 
his/her mother

Tina Fey  
presents

Presenters speak  
in unison

 Lady Gaga 
performs

Roma wins  
Best Picture

Burt Reynolds 
honored in 
memoriam

Someone in  
your viewing  
party says,  

“Who is that?”

Winner takes  
out notes

Woman adjusts top 
of her dress

Whoopi Goldberg 
presents

Winner or presenter 
wears pin for a 

cause

Presenter  
flubs line

Curse word 
censored

Glenn Close finally 
wins Best Actress

Winner puts  
on glasses

Avengers cast 
members take  

the stage
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Lack of host 
mentioned

Julie Andrews 
sighting

Winner mentions 
children by name

Presenter wears 
white dress

Winner stops 
orchestra

Female presenter  
or winner  

wears pants

Audience gives 
standing ovation

  Someone is 
wearing a cape

Comment on 
political/social issue

Winner mentions 
his/her mother

Jennifer Lopez 
presents

Presenters  
speak in unison

Jennifer Hudson 
performs

Roma wins  
Best Picture

Burt Reynolds 
honored in 
memoriam

Someone in your 
viewing party  

says, “I only need 
one more”

Winner takes  
out notes

Woman adjusts top 
of her dress

Whoopi Goldberg 
presents

Winner or  
presenter wears pin 

for a cause

Presenter  
flubs line

Curse word 
censored

Glenn Close finally 
wins Best Actress

Winner puts  
on glasses

Avengers cast 
members take  

the stage
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Lack of host 
mentioned

Julie Andrews 
sighting

Winner mentions 
children by name

Presenter wears 
green dress

Winner stops 
orchestra

Female presenter  
or winner  

wears pants

Audience gives 
standing ovation

  Someone is 
wearing a cape

Comment on 
political/ 

social issue

Winner mentions 
his/her mother

Tina Fey  
presents

Presenters speak  
in unison

 Lady Gaga 
performs

Roma wins  
Best Picture

Burt Reynolds 
honored in 
memoriam

Someone trips

Winner takes  
out notes

Woman adjusts top 
of her dress

Charlize Theron 
presents

Winner or  
presenter wears pin 

for a cause

Someone in  
your viewing party 

has fallen asleep

Curse word 
censored

Glenn Close finally 
wins Best Actress

Winner puts  
on glasses

Avengers cast 
members take  

the stage
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Lack of host 
mentioned

Julie Andrews 
sighting

Winner mentions 
children by name

Presenter wears 
pink dress

Winner stops 
orchestra

Female presenter  
or winner  

wears pants

Audience gives 
standing ovation

Someone is 
wearing a cape

Comment on 
political/social issue

Winner mentions 
his/her mother

Jennifer Lopez 
presents

Presenters  
speak in unison

Jennifer Hudson 
performs

Someone in  
your viewing party 

has fallen asleep

Penny Marshall 
honored in 
memoriam

Winner  
thanks God

Winner takes  
out notes

Woman adjusts  
top of her dress

Daniel Craig 
presents

Winner or  
presenter wears pin 

for a cause

Presenter  
flubs line

Curse word 
censored

Glenn Close finally 
wins Best Actress

Winner puts  
on glasses

Avengers cast 
members take  

the stage
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Lack of host 
mentioned

Julie Andrews 
sighting

Winner mentions 
children by name

Presenter wears 
pink dress

Orchestra cuts off 
winner’s speech

Female presenter  
or winner  

wears pants

Audience gives 
standing ovation

Someone is 
wearing a cape

Comment on 
political/social issue

Winner raises 
Oscar victoriously

Awkwafina presents

Presenters  
speak in unison

Jennifer Hudson 
performs

Roma wins  
Best Picture

Penny Marshall 
honored in 
memoriam

Winner thanks God Someone trips
Woman adjusts  
top of her dress

Daniel Craig 
presents

Winner or presenter 
wears pin for a 

cause

Presenter  
flubs line

Curse word 
censored

Christian Bale wins 
Best Actor

Winner puts  
on glasses

Avengers cast 
members take  

the stage
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Awkwafina  
presents

Burt Reynolds 
honored in 
memoriam

Winner raises Oscar 
victoriously

Tina Fey  
presents

Audience gives 
standing ovation

Presenters speak  
in unison

Rami Malek wins 
Best Actor

Curse word 
censored

Lack of host 
mentioned

Walmart 
commercial airs

Avengers cast 
members take  

the stage

Winner or  
presenter wears pin 

for a cause

Orchestra cuts off 
winner’s speech

Someone is  
wearing a cape

Winner takes  
out notes

Charlize Theron 
presents

A Star is Born wins 
Best Picture

Winner mentions 
children by name

Jennifer Hudson 
performs

Female presenter  
or winner  

wears pants

Winner gets  
teary-eyed

Comment on 
political/ 

social issue

Presenter flubs line

Winner puts  
on glasses

Julie Andrews 
sighting
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Daniel Craig 
presents

Penny Marshall 
honored in 
memoriam

Winner raises 
Oscar victoriously

Whoopi Goldberg 
presents

Audience gives 
standing ovation

Presenters speak  
in unison

Regina King wins 
Best Supporting 

Actress

Curse word 
censored

Lack of host 
mentioned

Walmart 
commercial airs

Avengers cast 
members take  

the stage

Winner or  
presenter wears pin 

for a cause

Orchestra cuts off 
winner’s speech

Someone is  
wearing a cape

Winner takes  
out notes

Charlize Theron 
presents

A Star is Born wins 
Best Picture

Winner stops 
orchestra

Jennifer Hudson 
performs

Female presenter  
or winner  

wears pants

Winner gets  
teary-eyed

Comment on 
political/ 

social issue

Presenter flubs line

Winner puts 

on glasses

Julie Andrews 
sighting
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Jennifer Lopez 
presents

Penny Marshall 
honored in 
memoriam

Lack of host 
mentioned

Whoopi Goldberg 
presents

Audience gives 
standing ovation

Presenters speak  
in unison

Regina King wins 
Best Supporting 

Actress

Curse word 
censored

Lack of host 
mentioned

Walmart 
commercial airs

Avengers cast 
members take  

the stage

Winner or  
presenter wears pin 

for a cause

Orchestra cuts off 
winner’s speech

Someone is  
wearing a cape

Winner takes  
out notes

Charlize Theron 
presents

A Star is Born wins 
Best Picture

Winner stops 
orchestra

Jennifer Hudson 
performs

Female presenter  
or winner  

wears pants

Winner is visibly 
flustered

Comment on 
political/ 

social issue

Presenter flubs line
Winner puts  

on glasses
Julie Andrews 

sighting
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Jennifer Lopez 
presents

Penny Marshall 
honored in 
memoriam

Lack of host 
mentioned

Whoopi Goldberg 
presents

Audience gives 
standing ovation

Presenters speak in 
unison

Mahershala 
Ali wins Best 

Supporting Actor

Curse word 
censored

Lack of host 
mentioned

Walmart 
commercial airs

Avengers cast 
members take  

the stage

Winner or  
presenter wears pin 

for a cause

Orchestra cuts off 
winner’s speech

Someone is  
wearing a cape

Winner takes  
out notes

Presenter wears  
red dress

Roma wins  
Best Picture

Winner stops 
orchestra

Lady Gaga 
performs

Female presenter  
or winner  

wears pants

Winner is visibly 
flustered

Comment on 
political/ 

social issue

Presenter flubs line

Winner puts  
on glasses

Julie Andrews 
sighting
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Lack of host 
mentioned

Julie Andrews 
sighting

Winner thanks God

Presenter wears  
red dress

Winner stops 
orchestra

Female presenter  
or winner  

wears pants

Audience gives 
standing ovation

Someone is 
wearing a cape

Comment on 
political/ 

social issue

Winner mentions 
his/her mother

Tina Fey  
presents

Presenters speak  
in unison

 Lady Gaga 
performs

Roma wins  
Best Picture

Burt Reynolds 
honored in 
memoriam

Someone in  
your viewing  
party says,  

“Who is that?”

Winner takes  
out notes

Woman adjusts  
top of her dress

Whoopi Goldberg 
presents

Winner or  
presenter wears pin 

for a cause

Presenter  
flubs line

Curse word 
censored

Glenn Close finally 
wins Best Actress

Winner puts  
on glasses

Avengers cast 
members take  

the stage
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Lack of host 
mentioned

Julie Andrews 
sighting

Winner mentions 
children by name

Presenter wears 
white dress

Winner stops 
orchestra

Female presenter  
or winner  

wears pants

Audience gives 
standing ovation

Someone is 
wearing a cape

Comment on 
political/ 

social issue

Winner mentions 
his/her mother

Jennifer Lopez 
presents

Presenters  
speak in unison

Jennifer Hudson 
performs

Winner claims  
he/she didn’t 

prepare a speech

Burt Reynolds 
honored in 
memoriam

Someone in your 
viewing party  

says, “I only need 
one more”

Winner takes  
out notes

Someone trips

Whoopi Goldberg 
presents

Winner or  
presenter wears pin 

for a cause

Presenter  
flubs line

Curse word 
censored

Glenn Close finally 
wins Best Actress

Winner puts  
on glasses

Avengers cast 
members take  

the stage
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Lack of host 
mentioned

Julie Andrews 
sighting

Winner mentions 
children by name

Presenter wears 
pink dress

Winner stops 
orchestra

Female presenter  
or winner  

wears pants

Audience gives 
standing ovation

Someone is  
wearing a cape

Comment on 
political/social issue

Winner mentions 
his/her mother

Awkwafina  
presents

Presenters  
speak in unison

Jennifer Hudson 
performs

Roma wins  
Best Picture

Penny Marshall 
honored in 
memoriam

Winner raises Oscar 
victoriously

Winner takes  
out notes

Woman adjusts  
top of her dress

Daniel Craig 
presents

Winner or  
presenter wears pin 

for a cause

Presenter  
flubs line

Curse word 
censored

Glenn Close finally 
wins Best Actress

Winner puts  
on glasses

Avengers cast 
members take  

the stage
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Lack of host 
mentioned

Julie Andrews 
sighting

Winner mentions 
children by name

Presenter wears 
white jacket

Orchestra cuts off 
winner’s speech

Female presenter  
or winner  

wears pants

Audience gives 
standing ovation

Someone is 
wearing a cape

Comment on 
political/ 

social issue

Winner raises 
Oscar victoriously

Awkwafina  
presents

Presenters  
speak in unison

Jennifer Hudson 
performs

Roma wins  
Best Picture

Penny Marshall 
honored in 
memoriam

Winner gets  
teary-eyed

Someone trips

Woman adjusts  
top of her dress

Daniel Craig 
presents

Winner or  
presenter wears pin 

for a cause

Presenter  
flubs line

Curse word 
censored

Rami Malek wins 
Best Actor

Winner puts on 
glasses

Avengers cast 
members take  

the stage
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Lack of host 
mentioned

Julie Andrews 
sighting

Winner mentions 
children by name

Presenter wears 
white dress

Winner stops 
orchestra

Female presenter  
or winner  

wears pants

Audience gives 
standing ovation

Someone is 
wearing a cape

Comment on 
political/social 

issue

Winner mentions 
his/her mother

Regina King  
wins Best 

Supporting Actress

Presenters  
speak in unison

Obligatory speech 
from Academy 
representative

Roma wins  
Best Picture

Burt Reynolds 
honored in 
memoriam

Winner claims  
he/she didn’t 

prepare a speech

Winner takes  
out notes

Woman adjusts top 
of her dress

Whoopi Goldberg 
presents

Winner or  
presenter wears pin 

for a cause

Presenter  
flubs line

Curse word 
censored

Glenn Close finally 
wins Best Actress

Winner puts  
on glasses

Avengers cast 
members take  

the stage
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Lack of host 
mentioned

Julie Andrews 
sighting

Winner mentions 
children by name

Presenter wears 
white dress

Winner stops 
orchestra

Female presenter  
or winner  

wears pants

Audience gives 
standing ovation

  Someone is 
wearing a cape

Comment on 
political/social issue

Winner mentions 
his/her mother

Jennifer Lopez 
presents

Presenters  
speak in unison

Jennifer Hudson 
performs

Roma wins  
Best Picture

Burt Reynolds 
honored in 
memoriam

Someone in your 
viewing party  

says, “I only need 
one more”

Winner takes  
out notes

Woman adjusts  
top of her dress

Whoopi Goldberg 
presents

Winner or  
presenter wears pin 

for a cause

Presenter  
flubs line

Curse word 
censored

Glenn Close finally 
wins Best Actress

Winner puts  
on glasses

Avengers cast 
members take  

the stage
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Lack of host 
mentioned

Julie Andrews 
sighting

Winner mentions 
children by name

Presenter wears  
red dress

Winner stops 
orchestra

Female presenter  
or winner  

wears pants

Audience gives 
standing ovation

  Someone is 
wearing a cape

Comment on 
political/social issue

Winner mentions 
his/her mother

Tina Fey  
presents

Presenters speak  
in unison

 Lady Gaga 
performs

Roma wins  
Best Picture

Burt Reynolds 
honored in 
memoriam

Someone in  
your viewing party 

has fallen asleep

Winner takes  
out notes

Woman adjusts top 
of her dress

Whoopi Goldberg 
presents

Winner or  
presenter wears pin 

for a cause

Presenter  
flubs line

Curse word 
censored

Glenn Close finally 
wins Best Actress

Winner puts  
on glasses

Avengers cast 
members take  

the stage
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Lack of host 
mentioned

Julie Andrews 
sighting

Winner mentions 
children by name

Presenter wears 
green dress

Winner stops 
orchestra

Female presenter  
or winner  

wears pants

Audience gives 
standing ovation

  Someone is 
wearing a cape

Comment on 
political/social issue

Winner mentions 
his/her mother

Jennifer Lopez 
presents

Presenters  
speak in unison

Jennifer Hudson 
performs

Roma wins  
Best Picture

Penny Marshall 
honored in 
memoriam

Winner  
thanks God

Winner takes  
out notes

Woman adjusts top 
of her dress

Daniel Craig 
presents

Winner or  
presenter wears pin 

for a cause

Presenter  
flubs line

Curse word 
censored

Glenn Close finally 
wins Best Actress

Winner puts  
on glasses

Avengers cast 
members take  

the stage
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Awkwafina presents

Burt Reynolds 
honored in 
memoriam

Winner raises  
Oscar victoriously

Tina Fey presents

Audience gives 
standing ovation

Presenters speak  
in unison

Rami Malek wins 
Best Actor

Curse word 
censored

Lack of host 
mentioned

Walmart 
commercial airs

Avengers cast 
members take  

the stage

Winner or  
presenter wears pin 

for a cause

Orchestra cuts off 
winner’s speech

Someone is  
wearing a cape

Winner takes  
out notes

Charlize Theron 
presents

A Star is Born wins 
Best Picture

Winner mentions 
children by name

Jennifer Hudson 
performs

Female presenter  
or winner  

wears pants

Winner gets  
teary-eyed

Comment on 
political/ 

social issue

Presenter flubs line

Winner puts  
on glasses

Julie Andrews 
sighting
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Lack of host 
mentioned

Julie Andrews 
sighting

Winner mentions 
children by name

Presenter wears 
white dress

Winner stops 
orchestra

Female presenter  
or winner  

wears pants

Audience gives 
standing ovation

Someone is 
wearing a cape

Comment on 
political/social issue

Winner mentions 
his/her mother

Jennifer Lopez 
presents

Presenters  
speak in unison

Jennifer Hudson 
performs

Winner claims  
he/she didn’t 

prepare a speech

Burt Reynolds 
honored in 
memoriam

Winner speaks  
with accent

Winner takes  
out notes

Someone trips

Whoopi Goldberg 
presents

Winner or  
presenter wears pin 

for a cause

Presenter  
flubs line

Someone in  
your viewing party 

has fallen asleep

Glenn Close finally 
wins Best Actress

Winner puts  
on glasses

Avengers cast 
members take  

the stage
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Lack of host 
mentioned

Julie Andrews 
sighting

Winner mentions 
children by name

Presenter wears 
white jacket

Orchestra cuts off 
winner’s speech

Female presenter  
or winner  

wears pants

Audience gives 
standing ovation

  Someone is 
wearing a cape

Comment  
on political/ 
social issue

Winner raises Oscar 
victoriously

Awkwafina  
presents

Presenters  
speak in unison

Jennifer Hudson 
performs

Roma wins  
Best Picture

Penny Marshall 
honored in 
memoriam

Winner gets  
teary-eyed

Someone trips

Woman adjusts  
top of her dress

Daniel Craig 
presents

Winner or  
presenter wears pin 

for a cause

Presenter  
flubs line

Curse word 
censored

Rami Malek wins 
Best Actor

Winner puts on 
glasses

Avengers cast 
members take  

the stage


